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Metal Mart began in 1985 in Austin, Texas as a retail outlet for our parent company McElroy Metal, a third 
generation family owned business.  That first store was a pole barn with dirt floors, but from our humble beginnings, 
we have grown to our current 44 locations across 5 states and most recently, became an ESOP (employee owned 
company).  Our growth is a testament to our loyal customers, quality products and services, and our dedicated 
employees.  Just as when Metal Mart began almost four decades ago, our goal remains the same: provide the 
highest quality materials, excellent customer service, and affordable pricing.  We appreciate your business and 
look forward to working with you!



Why Choose Metal Mart?

Metal Matters Resource Library
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Visit the Metal Matters Resource Center on our website for additional information such as testing data, panel 
specific color charts, warranty information, helpful cheat sheets, diagrams, installation guides and much, much 
more!

We believe that business morals and ethics still have a place in the work environment.  We continue to conduct 
business under “The Golden Rule” adage: Treat others the way you want to be treated.

Our core values reflect this basic principle:
• Commitment to Customer - Great customer service is the first step in creating lasting impressions and 

relationships with all our customers; metal novice and professionals alike.
• Fiscal Responsibility - We strive to make every dollar count; not just in our day to day business expenses, 

but also for our customers by providing quality products and exceptional service at affordable prices.
• Integrity Based Relationships - We firmly believe that honesty and transparency build trust in all business 

relationships.  
• Value Team Members - Every employee deserves to be treated with respect and appreciation.    
• Continuous Improvement - No one is perfect; we aim to improve and learn every day.
• Industry Leadership - Good leadership creates inspiration to improve and grow, not just as a business, but 

as individuals.

Guided by these core values, we strive to be an industry leader who provides high-quality products and services 
while developing meaningful relationships with our customers, employees and suppliers.  We aim to be your 
trusted metal supplier for many years to come!



Exposed Fastener Panels
MULTI-RIB R-PANEL

U-PANEL MAX-RIB

MULTI-COR M-COR

Contact your local Metal Mart store for current pricing and availability.

PB ONLY
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New!

Exposed Fastener Panels
MINI-RIB 5V

MEGA-RIB MODERN-RIB

MULTI-V MESA

Contact your local Metal Mart store for current pricing and availability. 5



MAXIMA

MEDALLION I & II MIRAGE

MERIDIAN MEDALLION LOK

INSTA-LOC

Concealed Fastener Panels

Contact your local Metal Mart store for current pricing and availability.6



Concealed Fastener Panels
MASTERLOK 90 & FS 138T & 238T

Panels are approved by the Texas Department of Insurance for Windstorm Related Applications.

UL 2218 is the premium rating for our 26 gauge panels.
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Oil canning is defined as a visual waviness in the flat area of metal panels.  Oil canning 
is an inherent property of all metal panels and is not cause for panel rejection.  Many 
factors can contribute to the degree of oil canning including temperature, stress, 
improper installation and/or underlying structure.  Choosing a heavier gauge steel or the 
addition of striations, minor ribs or planks between seams of concealed fastener panels 
can reduce the visual effect of oil canning.  A signed oil canning acknowledgment is 
required for each order.  See all available pan condition profiles and renderings on our 
website.   

The pictures shown 
here from MCA have 
a flat pan condition on 
the panels.  A flat pan 
condition can highlight 
oil canning during 
certain times of day.  
These two photos were 
taken only hours apart.

Oil Canning



Wall, Soffit & Specialty Panels

FW PANEL

FW PANEL

MCELROY CANOPY PANEL 
(MCP)

VISIONLINE

MSR

MATRIX

MILAN

STONE-COAT

WAVE

MARQUEE LOK & II

MET-TILE

INSULATED METAL PANELS 
(IMP)

Concealed Fastener Wall Panels

Concealed Fastener Soffit Panels

Specialty Panels

Contact your local Metal Mart store for current pricing and availability.8



Slit Coil & Flat Sheets
SLIT COIL FLAT SHEETS

Metal Mart offers an extensive slit coil and flat sheet program.  In fact, we’re proud to have one of the most robust 
inventories in the industry.  Choose from a wide selection of colors, gauges and widths.  In stock flat sheets are 
available in a wide assortment of colors from your local Metal Mart store.  Finish warranties up to 40 years are 
offered on all slit coils.  In many cases we have less slit coil drop than many of our competitors and slit coil drops 
can be purchased for trim fabrication resulting in less waste and lower costs.

NEED MORE HELP?
Contact your local 
Metal Mart store 
for pricing, color/
gauge availability 
and estimated turn-
around times.  Find a 
location near you on 
our website!
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Options
Slit Coil Gauges
- Standard 24 GA, 26 GA
- Optional 22 GA

- Standard 20”, 21.875”, 22”, 24”
- Other sizes can be custom slit - please inquire

- Custom Lengths
- 200 LF minimum order (2 slit coil at 100 LF ea)

- Standard 24 GA, 26 GA, 29 GA
- Optional 22 GA

- Standard 41 9/16”, 44 1/2”, 48 3/8”
- 29 GA is only available 48 3/8” (Select plants)

- Standard length 10’
- Other lengths - please inquire

Slit Coil Widths

Slit Coil Lengths

Flat Sheet Gauges

Flat Sheet Widths

Flat Sheet Lengths



Additional Panel Information

While the options may seem overwhelming, metal panels are available in two basic types of systems:

Choosing the right panel system can be difficult.  Luckily Metal Mart is there to help every step of the way.  We can 
help you choose the panel system that best suits any application, budget and style.

Exposed fastener panels are the most economical 
option, and can be installed over solid decking or open 
framing.  These panels are attached with fasteners 
that penetrate through the panel into the structure 
below leaving the head visible after installation.  
Fasteners are available in colors to match the panels 
which help make them less visable.

Concealed fastener panels are considered an upgrade 
from exposed fastener panels, and they are traditionally 
more expensive.  They are joined together by integral 
locking seams that are fastened to the deck with 
fasteners and/or clips hidden underneath the panels.  
Concealed fastener panels can be installed via a snap-
lock method or a mechanically seamed method.

Exposed Fastener Concealed Fastener

Panel Systems: What’s the Difference?
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NEED MORE HELP?
Visit our website & Metal 
Matters Resource Library

Download our Residential 
Metal Roofing Guide

Metal Mart’s Residential 
Metal Roofing Guide 
covers a wide variety 
of topics such as the 
advantages of metal 
roofing, material 
substrates, coating 
systems, warranties and 
common metal roofing 

myths.  

Our website has 
information for all our 
panel products including 
slope and decking 
requirements, product 
information, manufacturer 
recommended installation 
as well as testing data, 
panel specific color charts 
and much more!   



Fastener Patterns
Additional
Fastener

Information

Closure Foam
Left: Outside
Right: Inside
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Trim & Flashing
COLOR AVAILABILITY, DIMENSIONS, AND LEAD TIMES MAY VARY BASED 

ON LOCATION.  CONTACT YOUR LOCAL METAL MART FOR DETAILS.  

Provide a drawing of your custom profile and we can bend trim to match your specifications.

STANDARD PROFILES

CUSTOM PROFILES

13” Sculpted Ridge

Residential Rake

Head Trim

Inside Angle

Valley

Rake Tie-In/ 
Reverse ML

Rat Guard

Outside Corner

Pitch Break/Roof 
to Roof Transition

High-Side Eave

Gutter

Die Form Ridge Cap
(Only available in select panel profiles)

Head Wall/Wall 
to Roof Transition

Downspout

20” Sculpted Ridge

Residential Eave

Jamb Trim

Inside Corner

Flat/Hip Ridge

Commercial Rake

Base Drip

Outside Angle

Every Metal Mart location is equipped with 
electronic trim equipment and flat sheets 
in a variety of colors for your custom trim 
needs.  Turn-around time varies depending 
on location and trim quantity, but typically 
stores can have standard and custom trim 
orders ready for pick up in 24 hours or less!

Custom trim orders require 
drawings.  When submitting a 
drawing, please be sure to include 
dimensions of each side, degrees 
or pitch of each bend and color 
side if applicable.  Sample pieces 
of custom trim can often be 
requested to ensure a perfect fit for 
your project.

Metal Mart standard stock material 
and equipment for trim fabrication is 
a maximum length of 10’3”.  Longer 
pieces (up to 20’3”) may be ordered 
from a manufacturing plant.12
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Trim Application & Diagrams

Different panel systems require different recommended trim installation.  Visit our Metal 
Matters Resource Library for trim installation packets for each of our available panel 
systems, in-depth trim detail drawings, as well as helpful diagrams.  Contact your local 
Metal Mart store for additional help with trim profiles or manufacturer recommended trim 
installation questions.  

NEED MORE HELP?

13DIAGRAMS ARE INTENDED FOR DEMONSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY.

Roof Pitch



Domestic Substructural

Cees

Receiver Channel

Hat Channel

Zees

Angle

Miscellaneous Steel

Eave Struts

XL Components

Many of our domestic steel products can be ordered as red-primed or galvanized.  Standard 
gauge availability as well as web and flange sizes can be found on the domestic substructural 
page of our website or by scanning the QR code.  Punch patterns are available for select domestic 
substructural members for an additional charge.  Download standard punch patterns from our 
Metal Matters resource library.  Section property tables are available for engineered domestic 
steel only.  Other products and items may be available at select locations.  Contact your local 
Metal Mart store for details. 

NEED MORE HELP?

14 Contact your local Metal Mart store for current pricing and availability.

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY VARIES BY LOCATION.



Import Substructural

Cees

Receiver Channel

Zees

Angle

Square & 
Rectangular Tubing

Miscellaneous Steel

Pre-Fabricated Trusses

Other products and items may be available at select locations.  Bundle quantities, minimum 
orders and/or additional fees may apply for special orders.  Standard web and flange size 
availability can be found on the import substructural page of our website or by scanning 
the QR code.  Contact your local Metal Mart store for additional information including 
availability, pricing and special orders.

Pre-fabricated Metal Mart trusses are available in 12’ length with a 3/12 pitch or 20’, 24’, 30’ and 40’ lengths 
with a 2/12 or 3/12 pitch.  Truss construction consists of a combination of square and rectangular tubing.  Trusses 
are not engineered and as such cannot be guaranteed for structural applications.  Recommended maximum bay 
spacing between trusses is 10’.  For greater bay spacing and/or when engineering is required, please contact your 
local Metal Mart for a pre-engineered metal building quote.

NEED MORE HELP?

15Contact your local Metal Mart store for current pricing and availability.

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY VARIES BY LOCATION.



Accessories & Additional Components
FASTENERS

CLOSURES & SEALANTS

DOORS & WINDOWS

INSULATION & UNDERLAYMENT

Standard Wood

Closures

Roll-Up Doors

Vinyl Back Fiberglass

Long Life Wood

Standard Self Drill

Tape Sealant

Walk-Thru Doors

Reflective Insulation

Long Life Self Drill

Standard Lap/Stitch

Long Life Lap/Stitch

Pop Rivets

Tube Sealant

Windows

Underlayment

Oversized & Specialty

Panel Clips

Pipe Flashing

Sliding Door Hardware

Drive Pins/Anchors

Contact your local Metal Mart store about accessories, tools, hardware and specialty 
components in stock or available for special order.  Metal Mart is an authorized dealer/
distributor for hundreds of different products.  Please inquire if you are looking for 
something specific.  We might be able to order it even if it isn’t shown/listed!  

NEED MORE HELP?

16 Contact your local Metal Mart store for current pricing and availability.



Accessories & Additional Components

HARDWARE

SHEET METAL TOOLS

SPECIALTY COMPONENTS

Weld Clips

Nibbler

Sunsky Skylights

Touch-Up Paint

Cupolas

Pre-Punched Plates

Bullet Hinge

Snips

Dura-Clad Liner Panels

Batten Roll

Embeds

Barrel Hinge

Hand Seamer

Cut-Off Wheel

Latches

Turbo-Shears

Snap-Z Vented Closures

Continuous Ridge Vent

Hatches/Access Panels

Saw Blade

Purlin Chairs

Drive Sockets

Non-Slip

Die-Form Flashing

Low-Profile Vented Ridge

S-5! Clips

Decorative

17Contact your local Metal Mart store for current pricing and availability.



Heavy Duty Carports & Covers
Protect your assets the Metal Mart way!

Fill out our Quote Request Form from our website to get 
a price from your local Metal Mart store today!  Contact 
your local Metal Mart store for more details.  Please 
note: Metal Mart is a material supply company only; 
any quoted package price does not include installation.  
Building standards vary by location; always check the 
building codes for your area before placing an order.

Metal Mart’s heavy duty carport packages 
are designed with our DIY customers in 
mind.  Featuring light gauge steel framing, 
these packages are easy to install using screw 
together or weld together connection points.  
Protect your vehicles from the harmful effects 
of sun, rain and hail.  Available in a variety of 
colors and custom sizes, these carport packages 
have the ability to free-span up to 25’ between 
columns!  Square tubing posts, receivers or 
trusses, cee purlins, roofing panels and fasteners 
are included in every package.  Trim packages 
can be added for an additional charge.  We offer 
downloadable step-by-step design details for 
installation reference!

While these are not pre-engineered structures, they have provided 
excellent results in numerous applications for many years.  Heavy 
duty carports from Metal Mart are a great option if you’re looking 
for protection from an unrelenting summer sun or damaging 
hailstorms! These kits can help shield everything from a small 
lawnmower to a large vehicle or be walled in for livestock use!  Metal 
Mart carports are a great addition to any property!

Metal Mart’s Heavy 
Duty Carports are 
available in two 
styles: Single Slope 
(left) and Truss 
Style* (right).

*Truss Style carports are not
available in all areas.  Check
with your local Metal Mart
store for details.

Ready for a quote?  Let us know!

18



Commercial & Residential Roofing
Metal roofing made easy at Metal Mart!

Because each roof is unique, roof measurements 
are required for accurate quoting.  Find Metal 
Mart’s roofing measurement diagram and quote 
request forms on our website!  It is the customer’s 
responsibility to check all quotes for accuracy 
before placing an order.  To get the best quality 
and life expectancy from a metal roof, it is 
recommended that you hire an experienced metal 
roofing contractor for roof measurements and 
installation.  Always check references when hiring 
a contractor.

Metal Mart’s exposed fastener 
systems are our most popular and 
economical option.  Whether you 
are roofing a small dog house or your 
beautiful home, we have roofing 
panels to fit your style and budget, 
without compromising quality.

Asphalt shingles have long dominated the residential roofing market, even though metal roofing has been a 
popular commercial roofing solution for decades.  Metal roofing out-performs many other roofing options.  With 
a life expectancy of up to 60 years, metal roofing could easily be the last roof you’ll ever buy.  Additionally, metal 
roofing can help cut down on energy costs, earn discounts on insurance premiums and increase your property’s 
value with modern curb appeal.  Metal Mart offers a wide variety of metal roofing systems to match and compliment 
any style.  Installing a metal roof on your home or business is a great investment!

Concealed fastener systems 
from Metal Mart offer the best 
performance and improved 
appearance by concealing/hiding 
fastener points.  Standing seam 
panels are available in snap-lock or 

mechanically seamed options.

Slit coil and flat sheets can be 
ordered for our contractor customers 
with their own roll-forming and/or 
trim bending equipment.  We can 
help with reserving our portable 
production equipment when a job 

requires on-site panel production!

Ready for a quote?  Let us know!
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Monarch Bolt-Up Buildings
Pre-Engineered Metal Buildings from Metal Mart!

Research building 
requirements

Request a quote 
From metal mart

Review approvals/
Re-quote changes

Sign building contract 
& pay deposit

Anchor bolt layout 
provided for concrete

Building main frame to 
production

Construction drawings 
& cut-list provided

All building 
components ordered

Building arrives - metal 
mart or other

Installation

Monarch pre-engineered metal buildings (PEMBs) feature pre-fabricated and pre-punched components consisting 
of red iron frames and substructural members for easy bolt together installation.  These packages include everything 
you need to erect a metal building from the concrete plates to the top of the roof, including accessories needed to 
install all the various components.  Concrete anchor bolt plans are also provided with the purchase of a building.  
Our default design standards for these buildings include clear-span rigid frames, flush wall girts and 26 gauge 
exposed fastener panels and trim.    Monarch standard buildings (see below) are available with “Standard IBC”, 
“Snow IBC” and “High Wind IBC” design options to accommodate engineering and zoning requirements in your 
area.  Contact your local Metal Mart store for the most up-to-date pricing and lead time information.

Choose a Monarch Standard Building (above) or fill out a 
quote request form for a custom size!  Monarch Standard 
Buildings are intended to satisfy the fastest lead time 
requirements and to offer our most competitive prices.  
Contact your local Metal Mart store for building design 
limits on custom buildings.  Site delivery and engineer 
stamps can be added for additional charges.  Always 
check with your local building authority to ensure proper 
coding, loads and engineer stamp requirements.  Metal 
Mart does not install; price quotes do not include concrete, 
installation, or interior finishing.

Ready for a quote?  Let us know!
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Cold-Formed Metal Buildings
Design a custom cold-form building with Metal Mart!

The metal building industry is changing! Traditional metal buildings have been around for decades and consist 
of red iron frames and red iron substructural members. Traditional frames are fabricated and welded together in 
a time and labor-consuming process. Fortunately, there is an alternative - Cold-Formed Buildings! Cold Formed 
Metal Buildings represent a great opportunity for both progressive contractors and building owners. Advantages 
range from end-user preference over conventional red-iron, non-welded frames to lower production man-hours, 
and ease of installation, which is important in today’s tight labor market. Conventional metal buildings are 
notorious for long lead times due to the fabrication process. Cold Formed buildings are constructed entirely with 
roll-formed components, eliminating the need to fabricate and weld frames. The end-result is lower lead times!

Traditional pre-engineered metal building interior 
featuring heavy duty welded framing members.

Pre-engineered cold-form metal building interior 
featuring light gauge roll formed framing members.

Example of Cold-Form
Building Frame Construction

Our convenient design tool is another big difference 
between cold-form metal buildings and traditional 
metal buildings.  Our convenient 3D design tool 
for cold-form metal buildings is available on our 
website!  Begin by choosing your local Metal 
Mart store.  The design tool allows you to edit the 
base design, building dimensions, color scheme, 
lean-tos, framed openings and bays.  If you aren’t 
computer savvy, your local Metal Mart is happy 
to help you design a building!  Contact your local 
store for details.

Ready for a quote?  Let us know!
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Barndominium/Shouse
Get the best of both worlds with Metal Mart!

Metal Mart has been selling 
metal home shells for over 30 
years!  Bardominium (barn + 
condominium) and shouse (shop 
+ house) homes can provide both
living quarters and shop or storage
spaces.  We can help you with
the main structure that makes up
the exterior shell of the home.
These shells are energy efficient,
faster to erect and being made of
steel, provide greater strength and
storm resistance than many other
traditional home building methods.
Featuring bolt-together or weld-up
construction, these building shells
are typically designed with clear-
span framing to leave the interior of
the shell open to accommodate any
floor plan.  In addition, the majority
of the components are made in
North America using up to 85%
post-consumer recycled products!

If you aren’t sure where to start, Metal Mart can help point you in the right direction to start your barndominium/shouse 
building journey!  We can help you design your home shell to be stylish and attractive to keep up with today’s modern curb 
appeal demands!  Metal Mart offers one of the largest varieties of panel styles to suit any preference!

Already have floor plans?  Bring a 
copy to Metal Mart for building design 
reference.  Bolt-up quote request 
forms are available to download on 
our website.  Weld-up option is not 
available at all Metal Mart locations due 
to minimum building standards.  Check 
with your local building authorities to 
ensure a bardominium/shouse is right 
for your area.

Ready for a quote?  Let us know!
Metal Mart only provides the material 
for the exterior shell of the building.  
Quoted prices do not include concrete, 
installation or interior finishing.  
Metal Mart will make every effort to 
accommodate provided floor plans, 
however we reserve the right to refuse 
quoting based on building design.
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Store/Corporate Policies
SPECIAL ORDERS
Items in this catalog may not be in stock at all stores.  Non-stock special orders require a down payment.  Unpaid 
balance is due upon receipt of material.  Due to space concerns, special orders not picked up within 30 days of 
certified mail notification will be sold and any monies on deposit will be forfeited.  Metal Mart is not responsible 
for weather or storage damage on special orders not picked up within 5 days of receipt at our stores.  Local 
building code compliance is the sole responsibility of the customer.  Metal Mart makes every effort to comply 
with scheduled deliveries, but will not be held responsible for any loss or damages resulting from unforeseen 
delivery delays.
RETURN MERCHANDISE POLICY
Items may sometimes be returned within 30 days if it is in its original condition, accompanied by an original sales 
receipt, and its suitability for resale accepted by the store manager.  There will be a restocking charge on all returns 
with the amount to be determined by the local store manager.  Refunds over $50 must be sent from our corporate 
accounting office.  There are no returns on special trim.
WARRANTIES
Warrantied panels come with a 5, 25, 30 or 40 year limited finish warranty and a 45 or 50 year limited substrate 
warranty.  Proper storage, handling and installation procedures must be followed.  Failure to do so may void 
warranty.  All non-warrantied panels are sold as is, with no warranty expressed or implied.  No warranty claim 
will be processed without the original purchase invoice.  Consult your local store manager for specific details.
TERMS
We are essentially a cash-and-carry business, however, we welcome Visa, MasterCard, American Express 
and Discover credit cards.  Personalized checks, with proper identification, will be accepted from established 
customers.  Checks in excess of certain amounts will have to be verified.  No two-party or temporary checks 
will be accepted.  Credit account applications are available from your local store manager.  Prices and product 
specifications in this catalog are subject to change.
PACKAGING CHARGES
There will be a minimum charge of $3.00 when a store bands your material.  When more than three bands are 
used, each additional band required is $1.00.  If wood blocking is used, there will be an additional charge of $1.00 
per block.  These charges will be waived on orders in excess of $2,500.
COUNT DISCREPANCIES
Metal Mart personnel makes every effort to fill your order as accurately as possible, but the intricate nesting of 
panels and purlins can create occasional shortages and overages.  We encourage every customer to double check 
our counts to verify accuracy.  Once a load leaves our yard, the sale is final and there are no adjustments.
LOADING
Material loading is provided as a courtesy to our customers.  Metal Mart is in no way responsible for the road 
worthiness of our customer’s vehicles or trailers.  Once material is loaded, it is your responsibility for transporting 
your purchase safely.  Metal Mart does not tie down loads so bring your own tie downs.
PANEL SHEARING
Metal Mart uses a pneumatic panel cutter in most locations.  These cutters are used to straight cut custom lengths 
from stock panels.  Please allow 1/4” dimension tolerance when utilizing this service.  Panels may be special 
ordered when closer length tolerances are required.
CONTRACTOR REFERRALS
Metal Mart is a supplier of materials only.  Metal Mart does not engage in, nor is responsible for, the general 
contracting or proper installation of any materials.  Metal Mart does not endorse or recommend specific contractors 
for installation, nor does Metal Mart guarantee the work of any person.  Any contractor’s name provided by Metal 
Mart is offered only as a convenience to our customers, and we strongly suggest checking references before 
selecting a contractor.
PRICE QUOTE & MATERIAL CALCULATIONS
Price quotes and material calculations are provided free of charge to our customers.  Due to steel industry cost 
changes, pricing is subject to change without notice.  It is customer’s responsibility to verify calculated material 
quantities.  Quotes are for materials listed and any additional materials needed are the customer’s responsibility.
LIABILITY
Building standards vary by location.  Customers should always check with their local building authorities to ensure 
that our products meet minimum building code requirements.  Metal Mart cannot guarantee that any structure is 
built to withstand the additional weight of our material.  It is the customer’s responsibility to ensure that any Metal 
Mart product additions can be done in a safe and legal manner.  Metal Mart is not liable for collateral damage, 
injury, coding specifications, including but not limited to occurrence from improper installation.  
CONTACTING CORPORATE
Please fill out a “Contact Us” form on our website to be forwarded to the correct store, department, or supervisor 
for follow up.
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